
HOW TO WRITE A PRESENTATION SPEECH SAMPLE

Learn how to create an effective presentation speech through simple tips that is sure to attract an audience.

Updated August 03, - Dom Barnard For many people the thought of delivering a presentation is a daunting
task and brings about a great deal of nerves. When reading the points below, think critically about what things
may cause your presentation structure to be slightly different. Actually, opening of your persuasive speech
completely depends upon your style and choice because when you are giving presentation you are required to
be yourself, avoid putting artistic elements. We are always here to help you with your assignments when you
are tied-up with something else. As mentioned earlier, personal circumstances will affect the structure of your
presentation. Secondly, speaker should have skill to connect with audiences or in other words presentation
speech should be interactive. Most importantly, presentation speech should be contextual. Go into the issue in
detail showing why it's such a problem - use logos and pathos. Very often, we see how people get lost in
boring speeches and start surfing the web or texting with their friends. Here are seven effective methods to
open a speech or presentation: Quote Opening with a relevant quote can help set the tone for the rest of your
speech. Statistic Use a surprising, powerful, personalized statistic that will resonate with the audience to get
your message across right away. For your convenience, here is opening speech sample for presentations in
which you need to follow some simple steps. Allow your listeners to feel your passion for the subject. Great
storytelling: Examples from Alibaba Founder, Jack Ma Remaining method The remaining method structure is
good for situations where you're presenting your perspective on a controversial topic which has split people's
opinions. Typically presentation speech should come with a few important elements. Other common
presentation structures The above was a description of a basic presentation, here are some more specific
presentation layouts: Demonstration Use the demonstration structure when you have something useful to
show. These sample speeches or examples will help you to construct your speech rightly, and at the same time
you shall realize the importance of delivering speech that is contextually perfect or relevant. Typically,
presentation speech needs to be informative and interesting. You can add in certain elements and add more
focus to certain moments if that works better for your speech. If you bore your audience right from the start,
there is little chance that your message will effectively get across. Deviating from main subject is a bad
practice. Thank you for having me.


